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Distancing the Anthropocene:
Co-Creating Wildness in
an Increasingly Human World
ERLE C. ELLIS

As Earth moves ever deeper into the Anthropocene epoch, most of its landscapes have been transformed into crop fields, pastures, managed forests,
settlements, and other engineered ecosystems and infrastructures that sustain
humans.1 Habitats left unused persist mainly where steep slopes, poor soils, less
productive climates, remoteness, and endemic disease still make land use
uneconomical.2
Over millennia, human societies have become very good at reshaping
Earth’s ecology to sustain themselves. The sociocultural niche of our species
now extends across this planet.3 In the process, we have diminished, divided,
and dispersed the nonhuman world across archipelagoes of remnant and
recovering habitats, and immersed them in rising seas of our working landscapes, polluting industries, and warming climates. Even where extensive
untransformed spaces still remain, ever more rapid changes in climate are
forcing species to move. It should come as no surprise that wild species and
wild spaces are disappearing at alarming rates.
Wild spaces unaltered by humans—where they still exist at all—are
extremely rare and getting rarer, just as societal demands for wildlife and
wildness are strengthening around the world. Without a change in Earth’s
contemporary anthropogenic trajectory, these living treasures of evolution
could largely disappear.
Sustaining nonhuman natures in an increasingly human world is one of
the greatest challenges of the Anthropocene. Yet for millennia, and even more
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so today, human societies have become increasingly capable of maintaining more and more people on less and less
land. By broadening and accelerating long-term trends in
agricultural intensification, urbanization, the demographic
transition, poverty reduction, and shifting energy systems,
there is every possibility to shrink societal transformation
of the biosphere, even as human welfare increases through
the anticipated population peak later in this century.4
Whether human transformation of the biosphere
can be reversed remains an open question. Certainly, such
a return will be possible only with unprecedented levels
of local, regional, and global social ambition, creativity,
and effort. It might seem paradoxical, but sustaining wild
species in wild spaces free of the relentless pressures of the
human world will require every tool in the human sociocultural toolkit. Existing efforts to conserve and restore wild
habitats must not only be expanded dramatically—successful restoration of landscapes free of human influence will
require a radical redesign of the sociocultural systems and
engineered landscapes that sustain us.
Conserving nonhuman nature today demands
no less than a global reshaping of the human world. The
unprecedented challenge of such an effort is exemplified by
two seemingly unrelated proposals. The Half-Earth Project
aims to create a globally interconnected conservation
reserve covering half of Earth’s surface5; while designed
autonomy seeks to enable nonhumans to live unpressured
by humans even deep within the human world, by using
artificial intelligence to support nonhuman needs.6 In
thinking through these wildly ambitious visions for reversing
the human social construction of nature, new landscapes
designed by humans, for nonhumans, come into view.
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Sharing Half a Planet
The proposal to conserve half of this planet for all nonhuman life—as envisioned by conservationist Harvey Locke
and others in 2013, and prominently promoted by E. O.
Wilson in 2016—is likely the most aspirational conservation goal ever.7 If implemented, it would also represent
the broadest and most challenging social and geopolitical
project of land reallocation and management in history,
with profound implications for food production, land
tenure regimes, and land ownership around the world.8
Implemented poorly, Half-Earth could become the greatest
green grab in human history, with the potential to disenfranchise the world’s most impoverished and vulnerable
people, establish a top-down global regime of land management, impede rural development, and invoke a destabilizing
social backlash against conservation from the bottom up.9
Yet from a conservation point of view, a global-scale system of interconnected reserves covering half of
the surface of this planet is more likely to sustain nonhuman nature into the deep future than any other project yet
proposed.10 With 15 percent of the Earth’s land already
protected and another 2 percent on the way, the 50 percent target is at least imaginable. To date, lands set aside
have typically been deemed undesirable for other uses,
an approach that must change as conserved surface area
gets beyond about 25 percent, depending on the region.11
And most importantly, the Half-Earth vision is radically
simple, crisp, and clear: a shared biosphere for nonhuman
nature can be a better biosphere for us all. Ideally realized
simultaneously from bottom up and top down, a Half-Earth
movement could rally the broadest segment of humanity
ever to invest in the future of nonhuman nature—precisely
what is required to achieve such a global mission.
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If Half-Earth were to succeed, what might the
terrestrial biosphere of 2100 look like? At this early stage,
many important questions remain unanswered. Still, as
a shared social project operating across generations of
people to reshape, reconnect, and manage dynamic environments worldwide at local, regional, and global scales,
the landscapes formed by Half-Earth will most certainly
differ from one place to another. In some regions, landscapes may evolve into a binary world of half urbanity and
intensive agriculture, half protected reserves. Elsewhere,
the old dichotomy between used lands and protected areas
may continue to transition into a continuum of strategies
for sharing the biosphere, by connecting regional national
parks, indigenous reserves, urban green spaces, prairie
strips, hedgerows, wildlife bridges, dam removals, and other
new experiments in conservation and restoration.12 In this
linked and multivalent assemblage of controlled and wild
spaces, Half-Earth would in fact make the Earth whole,
through the project of planet sharing—not dividing.
Previews of future Half-Earth landscapes have
emerged through social collaborations between private and
public stakeholders at the local, national, and regional levels in transnational initiatives like the Yellowstone to Yukon
Conservation Initiative,13 the Convention on Biological
Diversity, the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development’s report on landscape connectivity,14 Natura
2000,15 and many others. The scientific, technical, and
social capacities needed to establish and sustain highquality, transcontinental habitats are challenging in themselves, requiring diverse creative solutions. Yet the ultimate
key to sharing the biosphere with nonhuman nature is to
make such efforts valuable enough to people that they will
support wild nature into the unforeseeable future.

Designing Wildness:
Reversing the Social
Construction of Nature
The pressures of human societies are an inevitable obstacle
to creating and sustaining wild spaces for nonhuman nature.
Even in designated nature conservation areas, human influence is pervasive and ever present, from species invasions
to nutrient enrichment, altered fire regimes, and pollution,
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including anthropogenic light and noise. Infrastructures—
from roads and dams to cities, croplands, canals, and
ditches—divide and isolate nonhuman populations and
challenge both migration patterns and daily movement,
limiting habitat, breeding possibilities, and posing other
problems potentially leading to extinction. Even just the
intermittent presence of humans and domesticated animals
(pets and commensals like rats) can affect food and water
availability (influenced by bird feeders, boreholes, cornfields, garbage dumps, among others), profoundly shaping
the conditions under which wild species live and evolve.
Without intending to, we have greatly enhanced populations of anthropophilic species like raccoons, sparrows, and
Ailanthus while making life nearly impossible for anthropophobes like cougars, gorillas and the California condor.
Human alteration of the nonhuman world extends far
beyond our intentions and even our awareness.
In the face of such insidious pressures, wildlife
conservation efforts increasingly require intensive human
management, from culling, spraying, and exterminating
invasive species to reintroducing others, as well as continuous monitoring, controlled breeding, soil remediation,
translocation, and fencing. These interventions obviously
constitute human alteration of ecological patterns and processes, and much has been learned the hard way about the
negative consequences of such control. For example, largescale wildfires and harm to fire-dependent species were long
produced through well-intended efforts at fire suppression.
The urge to control the nonhuman world is potent
and enduring. Indeed, must one simply stand by when fire,
common weeds, or rats threaten to burn up, overrun, feast
on, or otherwise endanger the rarest of species? What
should be done about the dangerous carnivore that has just
consumed a treasured pet? And who gets to decide? The
social-ecological tradeoffs and inadvertent consequences
inherent in managing wild species in wild spaces create some
of the most complex and wicked problems imaginable.16
Engaging human sociocultural connections with
nature will always be fundamental to successful efforts to
care for the nonhuman world.17 On the other hand, these
connections incorporate the equally deep human need to
control and shape nature to fit expectations and desires,
even among the most well-informed scientific managers.
Despite best intentions, efforts to manage ecological complexity regularly yield negative or unintended outcomes, no
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matter the scope of human individual and social intelligence brought to bear on the process.
But what if another form of nonhuman intelligence could be engaged in the curation of nonhuman
natures? With the concept of designed autonomy, landscape architect Bradley Cantrell, environmental scientist
Laura Williams, and I have proposed to go beyond human
intelligence to better sustain wild spaces within an increasingly human world.18 With deep reinforcement learning
technologies, computational systems are gaining capacities
to solve ever more complex problems. By engaging this
unprecedented capability, it may yet be possible to surpass
human curatorial limitations to design a more distanced
authorship in the creation and care of wild spaces for nonhuman life.19 To accomplish this, a conceptual design for a
“wildness creator” replaces human curatorial interactions
with responsive technologies (sensing, monitoring, robotics) guided by an artificial intelligence that has learned to
assist the nonhuman species and spaces in its care through
its own observations and experiences, rather than through
human programming. Thus removed from (limiting) management priorities defined by humans, the wildness creator
derives its specific priorities from an evolving computational intelligence emergent from direct interaction with
nonhuman species and environmental processes. While the
construction of such autonomous systems may exceed societal technological capacities for at least another decade,
the potential for coupling deep reinforcement learning with
constant real-time observation, feedback, and experimentation could offer novel solutions outside conventional
conservation strategies.
Acoustic monitoring has already been combined
with machine learning to sense the activities of rats preying
on endangered island birds, and bird population recovery subsequent to rat removal. Coral reef invasion by the
corallivorous crown-of-thorns starfish (COTS) is currently
being controlled by submarine drones that use imaging and
machine learning. After identifying COTS for eradication,
the drones inject them with toxins.
Considering the potential for designed autonomy
in creating wild spaces, the story of the “Lions of Los
Angeles”—cougars that even now successfully navigate
the human world of Southern California—is an important
example.20 Hiding in the shadows, traveling at night, and
narrowly avoiding death by vehicle collision, a small population of cougars is learning how to survive and reproduce
among humans. Designed autonomy engaged in improving
cougar habitat and conservation would amplify existing
efforts to assist cougar movement through landscapes using
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bridges and other corridors. Through continual monitoring
of cougar activity (movement, feeding, reproduction), new
means of reducing conflict between cougars and humans
(their livestock and pets) may be found, such as encouraging cougar movement through less conflictive spaces, or
by discouraging people and livestock from nearing cougar
spaces—in real time. These examples only scratch the
surface of what could become routine if advanced artificial
intelligence is empowered to sustain nonhumans embedded
within the human world.

Distancing the
Anthropocene
Reshaping nature has always been a human social project;
most of the biosphere already bears the fingerprints of
ancient and ongoing social change. Yet even as the human
species today is increasingly globally interconnected and
interdependent, with a stabilizing population and rising
welfare, new levels of social cooperation are needed to
serve the interests of all species, not only humans.
It is time to redesign the human world to empower
the natural world once again. To do so we must first
discard outdated sociocultural conceptions of nature as
being somewhere else by welcoming the nonhuman world
into ours.21 Efforts to create enough space for nonhuman
nature to continue its evolution beyond ours must become
part of everything we do. And the challenges have never
been greater, demanding shared social projects of unprecedented scale and the most powerful design tools ever
developed. Ultimately, in distancing our authorship of the
nonhuman world, we might redefine this human epoch for
the better.
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